SUBJECT: COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES

THE NEXT MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE HELD IN THE CENTRE WILLIAM RAPPARD AT 10 A.M. ON WEDNESDAY, 12 MARCH.

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE PROPOSED FOR THE AGENDA:

1. COOPERATION COUNCIL FOR THE ARAB STATES OF THE GULF - REQUEST FOR OBSERVER STATUS (L/5954)

2. TRADE IN TEXTILES
   - REPORT OF THE TEXTILES COMMITTEE (COM.TEX/43)

3. UNITED STATES - MANUFACTURING CLAUSE
   - FOLLOW-UP ON THE PANEL REPORT (L/5609)

4. STATE TRADING
   - COMMUNICATION FROM CHILE (L/5955)

5. UNITED STATES - TRADE MEASURES AFFECTING NICARAGUA
   - PANEL ESTABLISHED UNDER ARTICLE I.XIII:2

6. INDIA - AUXILIARY DUTY OF CUSTOMS
   - EXTENSION OF WAIVER (L/5959)

7. OBSERVER STATUS IN GATT
   - PROGRESS REPORT BY THE CHAIRMAN ON INFORMAL CONSULTATIONS

MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL, OTHER CONTRACTING PARTIES, OTHER GOVERNMENTS WITH OBSERVER STATUS AND INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS WITH OBSERVER STATUS ARE INVITED TO INFORM ME OF THE NAMES OF THEIR REPRESENTATIVES BY TUESDAY, 11 MARCH.

A. DUNKEL